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73. Theta Series and the Poincar$ Divisor

By Shoji KOIZUMI
Kogakuin University

(Communicated by Shokichi IYANA.GA, M. J. A., Sept. 12, 1989)

Let Hn be the Siegel upperhalf space of degree n, that is, H=
8[k:,](z[x) may be{z e M(C) lz=z, o,zO}. Then the classical theta

regarded as a function of (z, k’, k", x) on HXR R Cn. Now we intro-
duce a complex variable k=zk’+t", and after a minor modification of

0 k" (zlx), we define a new series O(z, k, z), which represents a holomorphie

function on the space H CC whose second factor C will be regarded
as the dual space of the third factor C in a natural way. This new func-
tion 9(z, k, x) substitutes for the classical theta and sometimes has an advan-
tage because o its complex analyticity. For instance, using this function
we can explicitly write down a theta function whose divisor is the Poincar
divisor.

1. The dual lattice. Let (E, G) be a pair of n-dimensional C-vector
space E and a lattice subgroup G. Assume that the quotient E/G is an
abelian variety, or equivalently that there are a C-basis (e, ..., e) and
an R-basis (,..., n) Of E such that (,..., n)=(e,..., e)(z ln) with a
matrix z in the Siegel upperhalf space H and the identity n-matrix
(which is sometimes denoted simply by 1), and that G is generated by
(e,..., e)(z e) with an (n n)-matrix e having Z-coefficients and det e=/=0.
Under this C-basis, E is identified with C and G is generated by the column

vectors of ( e), denoted by =z e). he R-coordinates x= ,, and

x"e R, ot a point x e C under the latter basis are determined by x=
(z l)x zx’+ x".

O[The classical theta series |k |(z Ix)is defined by

where (z, k’, k", x) are variables on H,RnRC, and for each s=

(s’) s"Z’,(z 1) s" s’, e we have

8[k’ l(zl x+s)=9[k’ l(zlx)e(-ts’x-1--’s’zs’-k"s’+ ’k’s")Lk"J Lk"J 2

which suggests that
k’]

should be regarded as the R-coordinates of a

point of the dual space / Hom (E, C)/Homc (E, C) of E C, which is
naturally identified with Hom (E, R) by the restriction of the projection


